An examination of student user experience (UX) and perceptions of remote invigilation during online assessment
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This study aimed to understand the effects of a custom-developed, artificial intelligence–based, asynchronous remote invigilation system on the student user experience. The study was conducted over 3 years at a large Australian university, and findings demonstrate that familiarity with the system over time improved student attitudes towards remote invigilation. Positive experiences were found to be related to ease of use and convenience for test sitting. The majority of students reported that it was important for the institution to have approaches such as remote invigilation to discourage cheating and they believed that the system was useful in this regard. Perceived technical problems were found to invoke feelings of anxiety with being remotely invigilated, and students suggested that greater clarity on expectations of appropriate behaviour, privacy and data security would help alleviate discomfort and improve the system.

Implications for practise or policy:
• Educators can improve the student user experience of remote invigilation by ensuring that students are provided the opportunity to practise and become familiar with using remote invigilation software before any summative assessment task.
• Administrators should provide clear policy guidance about the management of student data collected during remotely invigilated assessment tasks.
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Introduction

Online education (e-learning) is a fundamental part of tertiary education with universities rapidly growing their repertoire of courses (Jeffries et al., 2017). For example, Swinburne University of Technology (Australia) reported an exponential increase in online undergraduate enrolments from 3 students in 2011 to 30,164 students in 2012 (Greenland & Moore, 2014). In 2018, Open Universities Australia, a popular online education platform with 13 university partners, reported a student base of up to 350,000 (Cameron, 2018). This increase has been magnified with the current rapid transition to e-learning necessitated by the SARS-COV2 global pandemic.

However, this form of education presents both benefits and challenges with regard to assessment (Alessio et al., 2017). Like exams and assessments completed in person in traditional testing venues, online assessments (e-assessments) are vulnerable to cheating (Fask et al., 2014). Cheating undermines academic integrity and threatens the reputation of educational qualifications (Fendler & Godbey, 2016; McCabe et al., 2012). Cheating methods used online sometimes differ from those in traditional testing environments (Vegendel & Sindre, 2019). Impersonation and preventing students from accessing unauthorised assistance or materials are challenges for e-learning that must be managed (Boyd Davis et al., 2016; Fenu et al., 2018).
Parnther (2020) suggested that “academic integrity is the cornerstone of the learning process” (p. 25). Thus, maintaining academic integrity in rapidly growing e-learning environments is a critical issue for higher education stakeholders (Alessio et al., 2017; Baird et al., 2019; Fenu et al., 2018; Ullah et al., 2016; Woldeab et al., 2017). To address this issue and mitigate cheating risks, institutions are adopting remote invigilation (also known as remote proctoring) methods for e-assessments as one strategy to better assure integrity (Boyd Davis et al., 2016).

Remote invigilation systems

Online remote invigilation systems are generally provided as a software as a service solution. This involves students downloading specific software onto their computers, which allows webcam, microphone and desktop feeds to be viewed or recorded by a third-party service provider while they are completing an assessment. Some systems utilise lock-down browsers to help prevent access to unauthorised materials (Jefferies et al., 2017). The provider then makes the recordings or reports available to the educators as evidence of assessment integrity. Assessments can be completed from the students’ preferred location or within a designated testing centre (Atoum et al., 2017; Milone et al., 2017). Institutions are increasingly requiring the use of this type of software to facilitate sitting for e-assessments remotely (outside of normal invigilated testing environments in traditional campus venues) to ensure integrity (Mellar et al., 2018).

These services generally operate in one of two ways: (a) real-time invigilation with a live invigilator or (b) asynchronous monitoring, which records the assessment process, and recordings are reviewed post-hoc by either a live invigilator or by artificial intelligence (AI) (Atoum et al., 2017; Lilley et al., 2016; Vegendla & Sindre, 2019).

Real-time remote invigilation

Real-time live remote invigilation entails that a human invigilator monitors student behaviour through their webcam feed while they are in the process of sitting for their e-assessment (Lilley et al., 2016). The invigilator is able to see and hear the student through their webcam, and the student generally is required to show the invigilator the testing environment. Real-time live remote invigilation requires that a student complete an assessment at a designated time in which they meet online with the invigilator. A disadvantage to live remote invigilation is that it is an expensive and resource-intensive service that is not easily scalable (Atoum et al., 2017; Fenu et al., 2018). Invigilators may be monitoring tens of students simultaneously (Jefferies et al., 2017). This type of invigilation may also limit flexibility for the student to sit the assessment at a time that suits them best.

Asynchronous remote invigilation

For asynchronous live remote invigilation, a live invigilator reviews the recording of the assessment process post-hoc and provides a report to the educator. For automatic or asynchronous remote invigilation with AI, the AI reviews the recordings either post-hoc or concurrent with the assessment process and provides a summary for the educator to review. The main benefit of asynchronous remote invigilation for students is increased flexibility as they can complete the assessment without having to schedule a session with an invigilator. Automatic invigilation systems may also be more cost-efficient by eliminating the need for numerous human invigilators and reducing workload by narrowing the scope of review (Atoum et al., 2017).

Since asynchronous AI or automatic remote invigilation is nascent, literature exploring experiences with this system is limited. Studies appear to focus on the effect of automatic remote invigilation on academic integrity (Bedford et al., 2011; Fayomi et al., 2015; Hylton et al., 2016) or student performance (Alessio et al., 2017; Boyd Davis et al., 2016; Rios & Liu, 2017). A few studies have identified student or staff experiences with the system (Bedford et al., 2009; Karim et al., 2014; Lilley et al., 2016; Milone et al., 2017). These studies highlight a lack of nuanced understanding of the finer characteristics within remote invigilation systems that can influence user experience (UX). This study drew broadly from literature where remote invigilation is performed by AI or by humans that may be comparable to the data collected for this study. A deeper understanding of student experiences during remote invigilation may enhance the quality and delivery of online education.
Study objectives

The use of remote invigilation as a risk-mitigation strategy to assure the integrity of e-assessment affects those who use the system. This study aimed to understand the effects of a custom-developed asynchronous AI-facilitated remote invigilation system on the student UX (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky 2006). The key research questions were:

- How do the system characteristics, users’ internal state and contextual factors influence the student UX of an asynchronous AI remote invigilation system during online assessment?
- How can the student UX be improved?

This study contributes to a growing body of literature evaluating the impact and experience of remote invigilation in online education.

Materials and methods

System overview

Curtin Remote Invigilation System (CRIS) functions as an asynchronous AI remote invigilation system. CRIS helps verify student identity through face matching; records the audio, video and screen of the student work environment; and analyses student movements during online examinations in order to flag behaviour that may indicate academic dishonesty. We (the authors of this paper) are the developers of CRIS.

The system uses an avatar to guide students through the process of using CRIS.

1. Students install the software by downloading the required extension for their internet browser.
2. Students access their e-assessment through their institution’s learning management system (LMS).
3. CRIS is triggered when the student attempts to begin their assessment and the avatar describes the purpose of using CRIS and the set-up process. Students using CRIS for the first time receive the full instruction suite. Returning student users receive a condensed version of the set-up instructions from the avatar.
4. Students provide their name and student identification number and give access to their webcam and microphone feeds.
5. Next, students provide a screenshot of their identification card for identity verification purposes.
6. Students then share their computer desktop screen feed.
7. CRIS populates a specific password in the LMS giving the student access to their assessment. This prevents students from accessing the assessment without using remote invigilation.
8. Students sit their assessment with CRIS recording the session.
9. Students complete their assessment and then submit it to the LMS.
10. CRIS uploads the assessment recording while the avatar explains the process to the students.
11. CRIS closes automatically when the student recording has uploaded successfully to the server dashboard.
12. CRIS analyses the student video and uses customised face detection algorithms to flag particular video frames for review. Flagged video frames from the student recording are concatenated to produce a streamlined summary for the educator to review post assessment.
13. Staff members are able to review the recordings within the dashboard.

Analytical framework

The analytical framework developed for the study was inspired by the need to understand how student users of CRIS experience the system and how this experience influences their attitudes and feelings. The concept of UX, underpinned this framework. Although there is no explicit or widely accepted definition for UX, authors generally agree that it is a multifaceted concept, which is variously defined and conceptualised across disciplines (e.g., Gómez-López et al., 2019; Sauer et al., 2020; Simonsen, 2018). According to Datig (2015), behaviours and emotions are central constructs in UX research. Hence, UX provides an analytical lens through which to understand how students interact with CRIS as a technology and how certain behaviours and emotions may transpire as a result.
Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) defined UX as:

A consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, expectations, needs, motivation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or the environment) within which the interaction occurs (e.g. organisational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity, voluntariness of use, etc.).

(p. 95)

This definition was applied to this research and specifically focused on the student user’s internal state, characteristics of CRIS and the context or environment in which students interact with the system.

Data collection and analysis

The study was conducted at Curtin University, a large Australian university, between 2017 and 2019, providing data from 6 semester study periods. Prior to data collection, Curtin University Human Research Ethics Committee批准 the study (HREC number 2017-0114). The study required participants who had experience using CRIS; therefore, convenience and purposive sampling was used to target individuals who met this criterion and were accessible to us (Morse, 2004).

*e*-survey

A mixed-method e-survey was designed for data collection. Mixed methods present a pragmatic approach to research that draws on the strengths of both qualitative and quantitative strategies (Shorten & Smith, 2017). This allowed the survey to be time efficient whilst allowing respondents the opportunity to express their views. At the end of each semester, the e-survey was open to students who had completed online assessments using CRIS. Following analysis of initial data, additional questions were incorporated (Questions 19–28, Appendix). Drawing from the UX construct, survey questions were grouped into four main themes (Figure 1). These themes provided a framework to guide the data analysis and systematically present the findings of the survey.

![Figure 1. Survey questions grouped into themes](image-url)
Data analysis
Data was input into IBM SPSS version 26 and analysed using frequencies, cross-tabulations and inferential statistics to explore the relationships between variables. Cross-tabulations helped determine how categories may influence choices, whilst inferential statistics highlighted statistically significant relationships within the data set. As the survey contained mostly ordinal and nominal data categories, non-parametric statistical tests such as the chi-square test for independence and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were best suited to the data set as these do not require the data to be normally distributed (Hoskin, 2012; McHugh, 2013; Pereira & Leslie, 2010). For a relationship to be statistically significant in this study, the significance level (p-value), must be $p < 0.05$ (McCrum-Gardner, 2008). Inferential statistics were run on specific questions that were answered by the entire sample ($N = 253$ participants), with no missing values.

Chi-square test for independence
The chi-square test of independence is best suited to evaluating the statistical significance of the relationship between independent variables (Gilbert & Prion, 2016). It should be noted that the study sample is a non-probability convenience sample; hence, the condition for a random sample for the chi-square test has been violated. However, using a chi-square test for independence is not unusual in convenience samples; hence, the test is applicable to the study, though results cannot be generalised beyond the survey sample (McHugh, 2013).

Wilcoxon signed-rank test
Other relationships of interest in the study involved students being surveyed regarding two points of time in the data set, for example, before and after taking part in the study or becoming familiar with CRIS. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is best suited to exploring the relationship between match-paired, ordinally ranked data, where the mean difference between the variables is tested (McCrum-Gardner, 2008; Woolson, 2008). It tests the null hypothesis that the pair-wise differences in the set will have a distribution centred around zero (Woolson, 2008). Within the data set, two sets of questions were applicable to this type of statistical significance testing: Questions 6–7 and 10–11.

Qualitative responses
For the two open-ended questions (Questions 16 & 28, Appendix) that generated qualitative data, a template analysis approach was adopted (Brooks & King, 2012; King, 2012). Question 16 explored how the student experience could be improved and was answered by the entire sample ($N = 253$). Question 28 asked if students thought that any questions or topics should be included in the resources or covered by the avatar. This was answered by 70% ($n = 177$) of the sample. Qualitative data was thematically analysed in NVivo 12 Pro, with Questions 16 and 28 forming the central concept or initial priori parent codes and nodes (Braun & Clarke 2013). The data in each parent code and node was then analysed for meaning conveyed through asking questions of the data, which included:

- “What is the student referring to, a topic or issue within CRIS?”
- “What words are being used to describe things?”
- “What emotion is conveyed through their language?”
- “Was the experience negative or positive?”

We recognise that developing meaning and themes was based on our personal interaction with the data (Varpio et al., 2017). To ensure reliability, we developed a code book with descriptions of each code to allow us to evaluate the content of the template. The qualitative data analysis was reviewed to ensure that quotes were appropriate, impactful and matched the codebook descriptions. Where appropriate, responses were coded to multiple relevant themes.

The subsequent Results and Discussion sections are structured according to the broad survey themes shown in Figure 1 using the UX model. Where results are represented as part of a sample of 70% ($n = 177$), this refers to the additional Questions 19 to 28 from 2018 Semester 2 to 2019 Semester 2 that were not answered by the entire sample.
Results

Demographics

A total of 253 students completed the e-survey between 2017 Semester 1 and 2019 Semester 2. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of participants for each year and semester. The sample was made up of mostly females (57.3%; n = 145) and 41.5% of males (n = 105); 1.2% of the sample preferred not to disclose their gender. The highest number of respondents was recorded for the year 2019 making up 60.9% of the total sample size (Figure 2). This is a result of increased usage over time with study expansion. The three largest age groups represented were 18–24 (43.1%, n = 109), 25–34 (32%, n = 81) and 35–44 (14.2%, n = 36). Other age groups represented were under 18 (1.2%, n = 3), 45–54 (5.9%, n = 15), 55–64 (1.2%, n = 3), 65–74 (0.8%, n = 2) and 1.6% (n = 4) preferred not to disclose their age. Assessments varied from 10 minutes in duration to more than 90 minutes, with some having a specific start time and others having a window of completion. Assessments ranged in type from short low-stakes e-tests to higher-stakes mid-semester examinations. Participants were located in the disciplines of public health, business, economics, finance, law, human biology and construction management and generally ranged from first- to third-year undergraduates, with a fewer number of postgraduate students. Overall, there was a wide variety of assessment types, disciplines and student groups involved in the study.

Familiarity with remote invigilation

It was important to understand student familiarity with remote invigilation, as this can influence their experience and comfort level with the system. Familiarity was determined by asking questions related to comfort, improved ability, speed of use and perceived ease of use. Perceived ease of use is related to improved ability and speed using the system. To gauge the impact of familiarity on various factors (shown in Figure 2), students were asked a range of questions.

![Figure 2. The influence of familiarity on different factors](image)

The majority of students (75.1%, n = 190) reported not having heard of remote online invigilation before participating in the study. This trend was consistent across all years. Other students (24.9%, n = 63) had heard of remote invigilation. Of those 63 students who had heard of remote invigilation, 60% (n = 38) knew what it meant and 40% (n = 25) did not.
Most students (82.6%, $n = 209$) had no prior experience using remote invigilation in their studies. This trend was observed across all years. From those who did have prior experience, only 3.6% ($n = 9$) had used it eight or more times, while 12.3% ($n = 31$) used it up to three times and 1.6% ($n = 4$) had used it between four and five times. Leading from this, it was important to understand how comfortable students felt with the idea of being remotely invigilated before and after participating in the study (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comfort level</th>
<th>Before participation</th>
<th>After participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely comfortable</td>
<td>9.9% (25)</td>
<td>18.6% (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable with minor reservations</td>
<td>19.8% (50)</td>
<td>25.7% (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>24.9% (63)</td>
<td>20.9% (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat uncomfortable</td>
<td>31.2% (79)</td>
<td>19% (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely uncomfortable</td>
<td>14.2% (36)</td>
<td>15.8% (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100% (253)</td>
<td>100% (253)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to participating in the study, the two most prominent comfort levels were somewhat uncomfortable, (31.2%, $n = 79$), followed by neutral (24.9%, $n = 63$); (see Table 1). After participating, this trend shifted towards feelings of being comfortable with minor reservations (25.7%, $n = 65$) and neutral (20.9%, $n = 53$). The number of students who felt extremely uncomfortable increased marginally from 14.2% ($n = 36$) to 15.8% ($n = 40$) after study participation. More notably, there was an increase in students feeling extremely comfortable from 9.9% ($n = 25$) to 18.6% ($n = 47$) after taking part in the study.

Before evaluating the relationship between ease of use, usefulness and attitude in more depth, it is important first to understand how easy or difficult students found CRIS to use; particularly, how familiarity affected ease of use. To explore this, students were asked how easy or difficult they found CRIS to use at first, as well as after they became familiar with the system (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ease of use</th>
<th>At first</th>
<th>After becoming familiar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely easy</td>
<td>23.3% (59)</td>
<td>41.9% (106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat easy</td>
<td>36% (91)</td>
<td>34.4% (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither easy nor difficult</td>
<td>16.6% (42)</td>
<td>13.8% (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat difficult</td>
<td>18.6% (47)</td>
<td>7.5% (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely difficult</td>
<td>5.5% (14)</td>
<td>2.4% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100% (253)</td>
<td>100% (253)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most students (36%, $n = 91$) found the system somewhat easy to use with a minority (5.5%, $n = 14$) finding it extremely difficult (Table 2). However, after becoming familiar with the system most students 41.9% ($n = 106$) found CRIS extremely easy and 34.4% ($n = 87$) found the system to be somewhat easy. Additionally, most students reported being able to set up CRIS within a relatively short time frame with 35.6% ($n = 90$) taking 5–10 minutes and 32% ($n = 81$) taking less than 5 minutes. However, 16.6% ($n = 42$) did report taking more than 15 minutes to set up CRIS. Overall, the majority of students (75%, $n = 192$) felt that they became faster at using CRIS over the course of their unit.
Perceptions of cheating

Student perceptions of cheating formed a broad theme within which four factors were evaluated to better understand their thoughts on the issue (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Perceptions of cheating

Student perceptions were mostly positive for the efficacy of remote invigilation for deterring cheating. Within the total sample, 20.9% (n = 53) thought it was extremely effective, 30% (n = 76) very effective and 28.1% (n = 71) moderately effective. However, 11.1% (n = 28) thought the system was only slightly effective and 9.9% (n = 25) not effective at all.

Students (N = 177) appeared to be divided on how important they thought it was for the university to have approaches such as remote invigilation to discourage cheating. Approximately 33.3% (n = 59) thought it was extremely important and 33.3% (n = 59) believed that it was somewhat important. A minority reported it was not very important (3.4%, n = 6) or not at all important (5.6%, n = 10). However, when asked to consider the impact and likelihood of potential cheating in relation to the aptness of the assessment process, including the use of CRIS, the majority of students (67.2%, n = 119) believed that processes were appropriately balanced with the impact of cheating. Others (23.2%, n = 41) believed that processes were excessive in comparison to the impact of cheating and a minority (9.6%, n = 17) believed that the processes were inadequate.

Students (N = 177) indicated that they understood the expectations of appropriate student behaviour while test sitting and being remotely invigilated. Most students reported this to be extremely clear (48.6%, n = 86) and somewhat clear (36.2%, n = 64). The remaining students found expectations to be neither clear nor unclear (4.5%, n = 8), somewhat unclear (8.5%, n = 15) and extremely unclear (2.3%, n = 4).

UX and efficacy

Students (N = 253) provided insights from their UX. For example, students were required to perform a familiarisation activity prior to commencing their e-assessment. Most students (67.2%, n = 170) completed the task and found it to be useful. Others (20.6%, n = 52) thought it was unnecessary and 7.9% (n = 20) completed the check but thought that it did not matter, while a minority (7.9%, n = 20) did not do the check but wished they had. Only 15 (5.9%) students out of the entire sample indicated that they did not have the
necessary technology to use CRIS, which included a strong internet connection, a microphone, a webcam or a combination of these. The theme of efficacy explored how effective students found various elements of CRIS to be (Figure 4).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4. Efficacy of various elements of CRIS**

Students \( (N = 177) \) generally agreed that the CRIS avatar was either extremely effective (24.9%, \( n = 44 \)), very effective (29.9%, \( n = 53 \)) or moderately effective (28.2%, \( n = 50 \)) at helping them use the system correctly, whilst 7.9% (\( n = 14 \)) found it slightly effective and 9% (\( n = 16 \)) found it to be not effective at all.

Of the 177 students, approximately 35% (\( n = 62 \)) accessed at least one additional resource, which included the information sheet (\( n = 40 \)), frequently asked questions (\( n = 41 \)) or set-up instructions (\( n = 57 \)). Students were asked to rate the resource efficacy and most students found the additional resources accessed to range between extremely effective to moderately effective. This indicates that additional resources were useful in assisting students with using the system; however, a small number of students found these resources to be slightly effective or not effective at all, and this highlights that there is room for improvement.

**Attitude**

To understand how the experience of using the system affected their attitudes, students \( (N = 253) \) were asked if their attitudes had become more positive, more negative or if they had remained the same. Overall, the majority of students (49%, \( n = 124 \)) reported that their attitude had not changed while 30% (\( n = 76 \)) had become more positive about remote invigilation. The remainder (20.9%, \( n = 53 \)) reported that they had become more negative about the process (Figure 5).
We wanted to understand if there was a relationship between students getting quicker at using CRIS after becoming familiar with the system and their attitude towards remote invigilation after completing their unit. Here the null hypothesis is that there is no relationship between efficiency at using the system and attitude.

A cross-tabulation with a chi-square test was carried out in SPSS version 26. The results of the chi-square test \[ \chi^2(2, N = 253) = 36.8, p < 0.001 \] indicate that the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis that there is a significant association between the variables of speed and attitude is accepted.

Figure 6 shows that students who reported becoming quicker at using the system after becoming familiar with it, were generally more positive and less negative towards remote invigilation than those that did not become quicker.

Interestingly, even though 75.9% of students \((n = 192)\) had become faster at using CRIS, within this group 50% \((n = 96\) out of 192\) indicated that their attitude towards CRIS had not changed. This may indicate that whilst time efficiency of CRIS is important, other considerations of UX should be made in improving the system and encouraging more positive attitudes towards CRIS.
Comfort

Questions 6 and 7 explored student levels of comfort with the idea of being remotely invigilated before and after participating in the study (N = 253). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that post-test ranks were statistically significantly higher than pre-test ranks; Z = 4216, p < 0.001 (Figure 7). Questions 10 and 11 explored difficulty levels with using CRIS before and after becoming familiar with the system. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that post-test ranks were statistically significantly higher than pre-test ranks; Z = 5566, p < 0.001 (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Difference between post and prior levels of comfort

Figure 8. Difference between levels of difficulty before and after becoming familiar with CRIS.

Overall results from the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests show that post ranks showing comfort levels improving and difficulty levels easing is statistically significant. These findings suggest that CRIS became easier to use over time and student discomfort at being remote invigilated also dissipated with continued use.

To further explore this relationship, cross-tabulation between difficulty level after becoming familiar with CRIS and attitude towards remote invigilation was performed (Figure 9).
Figure 9. Difficulty level after becoming familiar with CRIS versus attitude towards remote invigilation

Figure 9 demonstrates that students who found CRIS to be extremely easy to use after becoming familiar with the system had mostly become more positive towards remote invigilation. This suggests that ease of use positively influenced attitudes towards remote invigilation. Interestingly, the 18–24 age group demonstrated the greatest proportional levels of discomfort with the idea of being remotely invigilated after using the system compared to other age groups (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Discomfort level with being remotely invigilated before and after becoming familiar with CRIS by age group. A missing bar indicates all participants in the category selected neutral or comfortable responses to using the system.
Qualitative responses

Students were given an opportunity to recommend enhancements for CRIS after having used the system. Students were asked, “What could be done to improve your experience of being remotely invigilated during your online tests?” (Question 16, Appendix). References (N = 274) were coded, and the themes of emotional responses, technical issues and varied suggestions contained the most coded references. Responses that made no suggestions for improvements to the system were coded as neutral. The following subsections explore data within themes that yielded the most valuable insights.

Positive experiences and opinions

Students (n = 14) provided positive experiences/opinions where factors such as convenience and ease of use were highlighted as being important. One student commented, “the process was simple and effective” and another stated, “it was very convenient for me to be able to use this, as it meant I could take the test after hours, at my leisure, and without driving to a venue”.

Negative experiences and opinions

Students (n = 15) also conveyed negative experiences with CRIS. Some students found that the process of being recorded adversely affected their ability to concentrate and complete their task with confidence, for example, “I did not enjoy this at all – I found myself concentrating more on the system focusing on where I was looking and was very uncomfortable…I felt this method hindered my concentration and performance”.

Privacy issues

Some students (n = 15) flagged privacy related issues as a feature to address to improve their experience of being remotely invigilated. One student commented, “I think it’s a bit concerning that data (video, mic, etc) is recorded of me doing tests on some server. [It] feels a bit like an invasion of privacy.” Suggestions for improving this centre around having, “a clear and simple privacy policy. Where is the data stored and for how long[?] Who has access to it?” A few students did not grasp that the system used asynchronous AI remote invigilation instead of a human proctor, for example, “I did not find the experience very pleasant…the thought of an unknown person monitoring me was disconcerting” and “[the] camera made me feel uncomfortable because I couldn't see who was watching me.”

Discontinue use of the system

Some students (n = 17) did not agree with the concept of the system, did not like it or felt it did not suit the type of assessment they were completing and suggested it be discontinued. One student commented, “I think the anxiety behind being recorded isn’t something that can be fixed with remote invigilation and I believe that the tests should be undertaken in the given time for our allocated workshops.”

Technical issues

Students (n = 35) commented on technical issues such as system lag, problems with installing and downloading the software, glitches with uploading recordings and issues with hardware (camera and microphone). Some student responses highlighted that technical issues caused them to feel emotions of uneasiness, worry and stress, for example, “It wasn't working for me a few times which made my tests quite stressful as I would spend most of the time trying to get the video to work and less time preparing for the test.” Comments in this theme also inferred that students were concerned that CRIS would incorrectly flag their behaviours as cheating, due to the perceived (but not necessarily actual) technical issue they were experiencing:

I had this issue of the tracking losing my eyes because of my display size and in the back of my mind I was thinking if it would alert my tutor of possible cheating, when I wasn't. Just the lack of understanding on that perspective made me very uneasy.

Another student commented:

I also got nervous when there was no highlighted box around my face, maybe my lighting wasn't 100% adequate, but if I moved my head slightly to write on my allowed blank piece of paper to calculate a sum, it lost recognition. I was somewhat worried that this would cause a breach of some sort!
The following quote describes a context where the themes of privacy, technical issues and emotional responses intersect:

Due to privacy issues I did not want to install remotely invigilated software on my laptop. I still fully understand the need for CRIS, as some method is necessary to prevent cheating. I chose to use a … Library laptop, for these e-tests. I found the first e-test stressful, before I had the opportunity to start it, as the Library staff I spoke to (24 hours before the e-test deadline) were not in the least prepared, information-wise … I was eventually given a suitable laptop. When I tried to undertake the e-test, CRIS was not installed on the laptop and I was already stressed from previous events.

Suggested UX improvements
Students (n = 108) provided suggestions for improving CRIS including providing greater clarity on expectations of appropriate behaviour, simplifying the process, narrowing the scope of usage and improving the software with a dedicated application rather than a browser extension. Some student suggestions were not practical, such as allowing breaks during the assessment, as this would compromise assessment integrity.

Students (n = 85) also made suggestions for topics that should be covered by the avatar and additional resources. Students (n = 27) commented on the efficacy of the CRIS avatar stating the avatar was satisfactory as is and did not need to cover any additional information. The topic that students (n =12) provided the most recommendations for was recording and uploading. Examples of suggestions include providing “more guidance as to when recording would start/stop” and “what to do if you need to stop the recording, or if something goes wrong with your assessment?” A recommendation for a more detailed troubleshooting section yielded nine responses. Clarity on expectations of appropriate behaviour including accessing notes and blank paper was reiterated from suggestions made in responses to Question 16 (Appendix), indicating that students consider this aspect important.

Discussion
The aim of this research was to determine how the system characteristics, users’ internal state and contextual factors influence the student UX of asynchronous AI remote invigilation to better understand how this experience can be improved. Understanding the UX during remote invigilation has become critically important given the rapid transition to online education and assessment that has occurred globally starting in 2020 due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. To put this in context, our study began in 2017 with a sample size in the hundreds. Due to changes necessitated by the pandemic, in Semester 2 of 2020, we used remote invigilation for more than 16,000 centrally scheduled examination sittings. This number did not include school-scheduled mid-semester tests and low-stakes e-assessments that were rapidly converted to online formats during the year. In 2021, this use of online invigilation increased again, and these changes only represent that of one educational institution. Therefore, understanding how institutions can make this large-scale transition easier for students is paramount. To answer the research questions and align the results of this study with the wider scope of remote invigilation literature, the following discussion is broken down into examining system characteristics, which comprises of usefulness and ease of use; users’ internal state; and context and UX interactions.

System characteristics
Usefulness
Previous research has indicated that two-thirds of students surveyed in a large study were not overly concerned about contract cheating from their peers (Bretag et al., 2018). Bretag et al. suggested that students in that study might not recognise the impacts that this could have on the reputation of their degree or the potential risks to public safety of unqualified graduates. In our research, two thirds of the 177 students (n = 118) indicated that they thought it was extremely to somewhat important for the university to have approaches such as remote invigilation to discourage cheating. Only 9% of the sample here reported it was not very important or not at all important. This suggests that students may view directly cheating on online tests differently to the way that they view contract cheating. Student perceptions were mostly positive for the efficacy of remote invigilation with 79% of students surveyed reporting that they believed remote invigilation was extremely to moderately effective for deterring cheating. This is comparable to results
reported by Milone et al. (2017), where most students (70.3%) felt similarly and agreed that “the use of invigilation reduces cheating and is fairer by keeping all students on a level playing field” (p. 113). Although it is outside of the research parameters set for this study, in practise, we have found this to be true. During 2020, we identified a large rise in the use of real-time examination help websites such as Chegg.com. Through targeted investigation of these misconduct cases, we found that units that used remote invigilation during their online examinations did not have reported incidents of student cheating by real-time help websites. This suggests that remote invigilation may be helpful with this form of e-cheating.

In this study, students were asked about their attitudes towards remote invigilation after using the system. Approximately, 30% had become more positive, 21% had become more negative about the idea and half of students surveyed were neutral. These results are similar to attitudes towards remote invigilation reported in another study (Bedford et al., 2009). Similarly, Lilley et al. (2016) reported that 9 out of 10 students felt that remote invigilation should be used and extended to other units. Despite SARS-CoV-2 induced changes to assessment, some studies have found minimal impact on student test performance due to remote invigilation (Hall et al., 2021; Hope et al., 2021). Topps (2021) also found that the validity of test results was not compromised by remote invigilation. This type of information is important to convey to students to reassure them that online invigilation is useful and generally has little impact on test performance.

**Ease of use**

This research determined that familiarity with the system was a key component that reduced difficulty levels for students (Table 2). Students who found CRIS to be extremely easy to use after becoming familiar with the system had mostly become more positive towards remote invigilation (Figure 9). We argue that these results are largely due to the use of a video-based avatar that guided students through the set-up process in a stepwise fashion; therefore, this is recommended as one method to help students effectively learn to use a novel remote invigilation system. Also, providing formative practise with the remote invigilation system for students before summative assessment is essential in ensuring familiarity with any system. The broadly positive findings within the theme of familiarity are consistent with findings reported by Bedford et al. (2009), where usefulness and perceived ease of use were key factors influencing positive UX. This also bears similarity to Davis (1989), who asserted that perceived usefulness and ease of use are “fundamental determinants” in the acceptance and adoption of new technologies (p. 319). We found that approximately 6% of students did not have the required equipment to use the remote invigilation system. This is an area that requires policy and pragmatic considerations for rapid deployment of these types of technologies.

**Users’ internal state**

Overall, feelings towards the idea of being remotely invigilated improved after participating in the study. However, anxiety resulting from being recorded was reported as a recurrent theme in the qualitative responses. It also emerges as a key driver for some student suggestions to discontinue the use of the software. Students commented on the impact of being recorded on their concentration and performance. Others have reported similar findings wherein participants expressed concerns regarding safety and security, anxiety about being watched by a stranger, self-consciousness and apprehension about whether the invigilation service would protect their data and privacy as stipulated by laws (Eaton & Turner, 2020; Karim et al., 2014; Lilley et al., 2016; Richardson, 2020; Woldeab & Brothen, 2019). It was interesting to note that 18–24-year-old participants in this study were the least comfortable with remote invigilation; we suggest that this age group may be more keenly aware of their online privacy rights due to the rapid increase in what Dawson (2021b) calls surveillance culture within their schooling.

Even though this research utilised asynchronous automatic remote invigilation facilitated by AI, some students still expressed discomfort with the idea of someone watching them. This theme supports the construct within the UX model that a user’s internal state is a key factor influencing user experience more broadly. Therefore, understanding how to make students feel more at ease is paramount to improving UX and the efficacy of the system as a whole. We argue that this can be accomplished through a multifaceted approach to providing comprehensive information, appropriate and timely guidance and required formative practise for students. In this case, a comprehensive help website that contains all information that students need for the remote invigilation system is provided on the main university website. Students also are provided with timely email, chat, telephone and walk-in service options with staff trained specifically to help with remote invigilation issues. This consistent university-wide approach to student support is essential.
for students to feel comfortable with remote invigilation. It is possible that privately owned and managed invigilation software such as CRIS may evoke fewer privacy concerns for students compared to those run by external companies (Richardson, 2020); however, this is an area that would benefit from further research.

**Context and UX interactions**

In this study, contextual factors were found to intersect mostly with positive UX. These were largely based on convenience, effectiveness and ease of use. This concurs with findings reported by Milone et al. (2017), who surveyed undergraduate students who were able to choose between being remotely invigilated in real time or attending a testing centre to sit for an assessment. The majority of students (79%) who answered the post-exam survey had used remote invigilation, and most students (89%) expressed a positive attitude towards the system.

Our research demonstrated that negative UX were generally caused by perceived technical problems or anxiety about being remotely invigilated. This is comparable to other findings where technical issues experienced by students negatively impacted the UX and satisfaction levels (Elsalem, 2020; Milone et al., 2017). There is emerging evidence to suggest that remote e-exams and online invigilation may be more stressful for students than face-to-face examinations; however, more research is needed in this area (Eaton & Turner, 2020; Elsalem et al., 2020). This emphasises the need to understand student anxiety triggers and potential technical problems and then have comprehensive support structures in place to ease negative emotional responses.

We suggest that an effective approach to remote invigilation needs to achieve a balance between usefulness for cheating deterrence and detection and ease of use for de-stressing the process for students and educators. This entails that comprehensive policies are constructed to provide students and educators with information about (a) where and when remote invigilation should be used; (b) who is responsible for advising students of system requirements and for providing opportunities for system check tests before summative assessment; (c) assessment limitations; (d) requirements for identity verification; (e) processes for reviewing invigilation records; (f) alternative arrangements and exemption processes; and, (g) privacy and record management. We agree with Dawson’s (2021a) 10 practical suggestions for online invigilated exams and contend that humans should always be part of the decision-making process regarding any suspected academic integrity breach rather than relying on AI (Dawson, 2021b). We argue that this balance can be achieved with appropriate policy, guidance and support structures, which will facilitate familiarity between the student and the remote invigilation system.

**Conclusions**

This study employed a UX model to understand the student experience of an asynchronous remote invigilation system with AI. The first two components of the UX model are explored in detail; however, there was less opportunity to examine how context, assessment length and the physical environment where the student interacts with CRIS, influenced UX. This presents an opportunity for future work. It is important to note that over the 3-year research period, the system did improve (i.e., the addition of further support information, frequently asked questions) and more units commenced using the software. The research is limited by the use of a single, custom-developed asynchronous remote invigilation system used at one university. However, our results show a high level of consistency with other studies where issues of privacy and technical aspects were highlighted as being important to the UX, emotional reaction and acceptance of remote invigilation technology (Bedford et al., 2009; Eaton & Turner, 2020; Karim et al. 2014; Lilley et al. 2016; Milone et al. 2017). Perceived technical problems negatively influenced student emotions; therefore, prioritising strategies to address this may improve attitudes and experience towards remote invigilation. We suggest that comprehensive policies and effective communication is needed to ensure students understand remote invigilation processes, particularly with regard to privacy considerations. As most students in the study had not heard of and had no prior experience with remote invigilation, the concept of familiarity emerged as a significant factor that positively influenced perceived ease of use, comfort level and student UX in general. We anticipate that further practice will encourage familiarity and consequently more positive attitudes towards remote invigilation.
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Appendix

Questions grouped into themes:

A. Perceptions of cheating  
B. Familiarity with remote invigilation  
C. User experience and efficacy  
D. Attitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Research consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Please select your age group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Please select the gender you identify as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Before being part of this study, had you heard of remote invigilation (remote online invigilation)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Before being part of this unit, how many times had you used remote invigilation in your studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Before you participated in the project, please describe how you felt about the idea of being remotely invigilated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>After you participated in the project, please describe your level of comfort in relation to being remotely invigilated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>You were asked to conduct a remote invigilation equipment check before undertaking any online tests. Which of the following statements best matches your experience?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Did you have the necessary technology required for remote invigilation during your online tests? (video camera, microphone, internet connection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>When you first started using the remote invigilation software, please describe how easy or difficult it was to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>After you became familiar with the remote invigilation software, please describe how easy or difficult it was to use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Please indicate the amount of time it took to initially get started with the remote invigilation software (including setting up the software and doing the equipment check).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Did you get quicker at using the remote invigilation software over the course of the unit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>How has your attitude towards remote invigilation changed over the course of the unit?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>How effective do you think remote invigilation is for discouraging cheating?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>What could be done to improve your experience of being remotely invigilated during your online tests?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>No question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>No question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>How important it is to you that Curtin has approaches (like remote invigilation) in place to discourage cheating?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Considering the likelihood and impact of potential cheating in the assessments in this unit, do you feel that the assessment process (including the use of remote invigilation) are appropriate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>How clear were the expectations for appropriate student behaviour (while test taking with remote invigilation)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Did you access the additional linked resources provided on the CRIS landing page?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Which resources did you access? Please select all that apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>How effective were the step by step ‘CRIS Set Up Instructions’ for helping you correctly set up the system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>How effective was the FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) document to answer your questions about CRIS?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>How effective was the ‘What is This?’ information sheet to understand how CRIS works?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>How effective was the CRIS Avatar for helping you correctly use the system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>What questions/topics would you like to have been covered by the avatar or in the resources?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>